MUSTER ROLLS OF TERRITORIALS
IN TUDOR TIMES.

THE HALF HUNDRED OF LOTHINGLAND.

The original document from which the following lists have been transcribed is at the Public Record Office and is referred to as Domestic State Papers—Elizabeth, vol. 167, 25.

In the 1583 list beginning at Gorlston, ending at Hopton, we have the names of all males between 16 and 60. As to offensive weapons, the Bowes are much more plentiful than the Calver and it is curious that only two of the men with Calivers are said to have "flax and tuch box." I have used the ordinary contractions for the Christian names as given in former lists. The list dated 1584 which refers only to the town of Lowestoft and Gunton gives several names to whom the adjective "senex" is given, and some of the female sex are mentioned as furnishing some kind of armour or weapons.

E. Powell.

Nov., 1925.
The Book of the Musters taken from the halfe hundred of Lothingland the xvijth day of Janewarye anno 1583, (endorsed) the names of all within the yland between 60 and 16.

GORLSTON.

kkk Ric. Woodgate. A caliver furnished.
b Ric. More

bbb Ric. Hancell servants

b R. Arpin

aa Thos. Edwardes. A archer furnished, a byll, a skull.

aaa Gyles Davye, servant.

aaa J. Stevenson. A archer furnished.

a Ric. Wods servants.

kkk R. Sebes

pp R. Stevenson. A byll, a stele capp.

bb W. Grene. A pycke, a holberd, and a murryon.

b J. Hale, servant.

b Ric. Horre. A pycke and a murryon.

aaa Symond Coke. A bowe a sheff of arrowes.

ppp Ric. Fox. A pycke, a murryon, a byll.

b H. Hares, servant.

kkk J. Love. A pycke.

bb Francis England. A byll, a skull.

kkk H. Townesend. A byll and a skull cape.


kkk Thos. Spryng. A byll, a stele cape.

aaa J. Sanderaste.

kkk Ric. Bossam. A bowe, a sheff of arrowes.

a J. Rowe. A byll.

bb R. Bornett. A byll.

b W. Bachereler. A bowe and sheff of arrowes.

kkk W. Laxon. A caliver furnished.

kkk J. Pynchback. A caliver furnished.

bb R. Marchalls. A byll, a skull.

b J. Calfè, senior. A corstlett furnished.

ppp R. Soten. A corstlett furnished.

bb Edr. Fayerchilde. A byll, a skull.

bb R. Goodale. A byll, a skull.

J. Gillham. A bowe, a sheff of arrowes.


aaa R. Mynge. A pycke.


b Ryc. Goodle, senior. ij. pycks and ij. gauntlets.
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aaa Ryc. Goodale.  
b Erasmus Fox. A archer furnished.  
bb H. Wygman. A byll and skull.  
b Thos. Pall.. A byll and skull.  
b W. Sudborne. A byll.  
bb Francis Flower. A byll and skull.  
kkk W. Vinson. A caliver flax and tuch box.  
b Thos. Flower. A caliver furnished, a byll, a murryon, and a pycke.  
b W. Mafre.  
b Roger Holton. A byll and skull.  
kkk Hew Harrison. A byll and skull.  
bb J. Skewe. A (sic).  
bb J. Calfe, junior. A pycke and a stele cape.  
kkk Barnard Howard. A caliver furnished.  
bbb Nycholas Howard.  
b H. Froste. A byll.  
ppp J. Noyes. A byll and skull.  
aaa J. Macham. A bowe, shefe of arrowes.  
a W. Warde. A caliver furnished.  
b Abraham More. A pycke.  
b Edm. Smythe. A byll.  
bb Phillip Harve. A byll and skull.  
ppp R. Gilbard. A pycke and a murriyon.  
b H. Cane. A byll and a skull.  
kkk J. Cooke. A caliver furnished.  
b J. Theoker. A byll and a skull.  
b W. Glover. A caliver furnished.  
kkk Thos. Brome, servant.  
bb Walter Sudbourne. A byll and skull.  
b W. Gexson.  
ppp W. Holmes. A pycke and murriyon.  
b J. Melanes. A byll murrion and pycke.  
b Thos. Waterfeld. A byll and skull.  
aaa W. Stuenson. A pycke and skull.  
bbb Raphe Hall. A byll and skull.  
b Raphe Curtis. A bowman, furnished, a pycke & murriyon.  
aaa J. Bonn. A bowe and shefe of arrowes.  
b J. Adames. A byll and skull.  
bb Saunder Orle. A byll and skull.  
b Christopher Pyell. A byllman furnished.
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ppp Ryc. Burman. A pycke, a muryon, bowe and sheffe of arrowes.

aaa Roger Beckeld.
b J. Seafferane. A byll and skull.
b J. Beamont. A byll.

bb Danyell Thurlowe. A pycke.
b J. Bere. A
b J. Gats. A byll.

bb R. Browne. A caliver furnished.
b J. Harue.

kkk J. Emerton.
b J. Knight.

ppp J. Wright, servant to Mr. Warde.

bbb Myles Dycham. A byll and skull.

kkk Edr. Dobenson. A byll and skull.

bb J. Sexton. A byll.

kk Mathew Whitfelde. A caliver furnished.
b Hewe Jones. A byll and skull.


SOMERLYTON.

b J. Wentworth, gent. A corselet furnished, a alman ryvet furnished.
b J. Ellis
b Edm. Spenye
b J. Bore
b W: Webster sèrvants
b J. Reve
b Thos. Jones
b J. Hyll

bb Clement Rockwoode, gent. A caliver furnished.
b R. Marsham. A corslett furnished.

ppp W. Davye servants
b J. Davye
b W. Stanton, senior. A corselet furnished.
b H. Robson. A caliver furnished.

kkk W. Dye. A
b W. Kinge.

bb W. Ellitt. A archer furnished.
b J. Gedge. A caliver furnished.
b Gyles Davye servants.

bbb Lyonell Tite servants.
W. Stanton, junior. A caliver furnished.

R. Blythe.

Walter Powle. A byll and skull.

J. Canler, junior. A byll and skull.

J. Baker. A byll.

J. Gresse. A byll.

Peter Stuens. A byll and skull.

J. Dycham. A byll.

W. Mytts. A bowe and sheffe of arrowes.

R. Pye. A bowe, a sheffe of arrowes.

H. Wyllyams. A byll and skull cape.

J. Wyllyams filius ejus.

R. Dearing. A byll and skull cape.

W. Dearing. A byll and skull cape.

J. Webster. A bowe and sheffe of arrowes.

H. Towne. A byll and skull cape.

Nycholas Tolye.

G. Towne. A caliver furnished.

J. Webster, junior. A byll.

Thos. Hussy.


R. Larcke. A alman ryvett furnished and a pycke.

R. Debyche, servant.


Stuen Baker, servant.

Gregorye Badly. A alman ryvet furnished and a pycke.

H. Coe. A caliver flax and tuchbox.

W. Trace. A pycke.

Christopher Mower. A byll and muryon.

R. Mower filius ejus.

Edm. Clympson. A byll and a skull.

J. Bacon. A byll and a skull cape.


Ryc. Gilbart. A bowe, a shefe of arrows.

J. Blythe. A byll and a skull.

Christopher Tessard. A byll and a skull.

J. Webster. A byll and a skull.


J. Fiske. A bowe and a shefe of arrowes.

Gregory Tessard. A byll and a skull.

Ryc. Apeke. A byll and a skull.
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aaa J. Blyssing. A bowe, a shefe of arrowes and a pycke.

bb J. Woodrow. A byll and a skull.

aaa W. Ryssing. A bowman furnished and a pycke.

a Edm. Grepe. A byll and a skull.

b Ryc. Andrewes. A byll and a skull.

bbb Thos. Jex. A byll and a skull.

bb Erasmus Reed. A byll and a skull.


bbb W. Graye. A byll and skull.


ccc J. Bude. A byll and skull.

bbb W. Gloston.

aaa Jas. Harwood. A bowe, a shefe of arrowes.

bb R. Feecke. A byll and a skull.

ppp J. Woods. A pycke.

bbb J. Clarke. A byll and skull.

b W. Debyche filius.

Bradwell.

b Peter Lowes. A byll, sworde and dagger.

bbb J. Lowes filius ejus.

bbb S. Smyth, servant.


bbb J. Durrant servants.

b Ryc. Durrant.

b Miles Patten.

bbb H. Heyward. A archer furnished and a pycke and a murryon.

bb W. Heyward servants.

b Ryc. Debyche servants.

aaa H. Clifford. A bowe and a shefe of arrowes.

aaa Marcke Rychardson. A bowe and a shefe of arrowes.

bb Nycholas Mayham. A byll and a murryon.

b Anthonie Hale, his servant.

bb R. Harwoode. A byll and a skull.

ppp W. Boyse. A byll and a skull.

b Thos. Ellis. A byll and a skull.

bb W. Rysinge. A byll and a skull.

ppp Thos. Boyse. A byll and a skull.

aaa Fenix Haryson. A byll and a skull.

bbb J. Keatwoode. A byll and a skull.


bb Nycholas Reve. A byll and a skull.
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- **b** Edr. Hansell. A byll.
- **b** R. Rysinge. A byll.
- **ccc** W. Hunte. Mr. Äspynale's servant.
  The Town Harness. A alman ryett furnished.

---

**Blundston.**

- **b** W. Sydner, Esquier. A alman ryvett furnished, a corselet, a caliver, a bowe and a shefe of arrowes.
- **b** Thos. Thornton
- **b** Raphe Haryson
- **b** Nych. Bamford
- **b** Nych. Debden
- **b** J. Whight
- **b** W. Holmes
- **b** W. Wyman. A alman ryvett furnished and a pycke.
- **bb** J. Woode. A archer furnished.
- **aaa** Gregory Candler
- **ppp** J. Candler
- **bbb** Gregory Cappes. A byllman furnished and a pycke.
- **b** J. Hylwell, servant.
- **aaa** H. Thurmod. A archer furnished.
- **bb** J. Cook. A byllman furnished.
- **bbb** H. Hayward. A byll, a skull and a pycke.
- **kkk** J. Honton. A pycke.
- **b** J. Pyn, servant.
- **b** Thos. Staers. A byll and a murryan.
- **bbb** Humphrye Croswell. A byll and a murryan.
- **bbb** Humphry Gylham. A byll, skull and a pycke.
- **bb** J. Clarke. A byll and a skull cap.
- **ccc** Reynold Gybbence. A byll and a skull.
- **bbb** J. Peed. A byll and a skull.

---

**Piner.**

- **bb** W. Peapes. A byll and a skull.
- **b** J. Dycham. A byll and a skull.
- **ppp** W. Staers. A byll.
- **bb** W. Pyn. A byll.
- **b** W. Camell. A byll and a skull.
- **bb** Myles Gylhame. A byll and a skull.
- **bbb** H. Wynson. A byllman furnished.
- **aaa** Anthonye Wynson, servant.
- **ppp** W. Bucker. A byll and a skull.
- **ppp** W. Jex. A byll and a skull.
- **ccc** Thos. Nashe. A byll and a skull.
- **b** Symond Mane. A byll and a skull.
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bbb Godfrye Woode. A byll and a skull.
J. Mertayne, servant.
The Town harnys. A jacke furnished.

COKTON.

bb Thos. Mycleborowe. A pycke and a murryon.
bb Ryc Honton.
aaa Thos. Whight A bowe, a shefe of arrowes.
b Giles Palmer, gent. A archer furnished.
b Ryc. Adames, servant.
bb R. Wilkinson. A archer furnished, a caliver furnished.
ccc Hustince Wilkinson, his son.
ccc G. Claxson. A byll and a skull.
aaa J. Ward. A archer furnished.
aaa Thos. Ward, his servant.
b R. Playford. A archer furnished.
bb H. Playford filius.
aaa R. Reve. A bowe, a shefe of arrowes.
bb J. Blythe. A archer furnished.
b J. Corion, servant.
pp R. Blythe. A pycke and a murryon.
b W. Preste. A byll and a skull cape.
ccc Edr. Bower. A byll and a skull.
b Lyon Todd, servant.
b Thos. Towne. A caliver furnished.
b R. Shreve. servant.
b Thos. Person. A byll and a skull cape.

piner bb J. Bassye. A byll and a skull cape.
bb Peter Mantron. A byll.
ppp Alexander Newbecke. A byll and a skull cape.
bb Thos. Trundell, servant.
b Ryc. Harne. A byll and a skull.
bb Andrew Hackman. A byll and a skull.
ppp Edr. Farrowe. A byll and a skull.
b J. Jex. A byll and a skull.

piner b Lanclett Chipcrosse. A byll.
b Roger Blythe.
bb Humphrey Smythe. A byll and skull cape.
bbb Ryc. Smythe. A byll and skull cape.
b J. Neve. A byll and skull cape.
v Murgin Dewgarde. A byll and skull cape.
b Thos. Prest. A byll and skull cape.
b Thos. Inglishe. A byll and skull cape.
BELTON.

J. Jernegan, Esquier. A corselet furnished a alman.
ryvett furnished and an archer furnished.
b W. Buller \} servants
b J. Fisher \}
• b Anthony Smythe \} servants.
• b Christopher Tyler
• bb Thos. Gyle, gent. A archer furnished.
• bb W. Ludman, gent. A pycke, a skull cape.
• bb J. Blythe.
• b Underwood Hannell, servant.
• b Ryc. Gonton. A archer furnished and a jacke.
aaa Peter Gonton filius eius
aaa H. Boyse. A archer furnished.
b W. Thomas. A byll a stele cape.
bbb W. Mowser. A byll, a skull cape.
bb J. Lather. A byll and skull cape.
b J. Patten. A byll and skull cap.
bbb J. Patten, junior. A byll and skull cape.
bbb W. Pope. A byllman furnished.
b W. Wattson. A boweman furnished and 2 pyckes.
• • • W. Hyll. A byll and skull cape.
• • • J. Pope, junior. A byll and a skull cape.
b Nicholas Pope. A byll and a skull cape.
b W. Mudd. A pycke, a pair of splents and a byll.
bb Edr. Denis. A byll and skull cape.
pi • • • H. Skenner. A byll and a skull cape.
pi • • • Myles Smiter. A byll and skull capé.
bb Edr. Sparowe. A byll, a pycke, a bowe, and a shefe of
arrowes.
• • • J. Pope. A byll and skull cape.
b J. Boyse. A byll and skull cape.
• • • J. Rysinge. A byll and a skull cape.
• • • Ryc. Fuller. A byll and a skull cape.
• • • G. Coye. A byll and a skull cape.
b J. Elam. A byll and a skull cape.
pi • • • J. Thompson. A byll and a skull cape.

ASHBYE.
b W. More. A jacke furnished, a pycke, and a bowe and
a shefe of arrowes.
b R. Decham. servant.
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bb Symond Hacon. A jacke furnished.
aa Edr. Hacon.
cc Thos. Romer, servant.
ppp Thos. More. A pycke, a morryen, a byll, sword and
daggard.
ppp Christopher Bushe, servant.
b R. Coper. A byll.
bbb J. Knok, servant.
cc J. Carter.
a W. Rockyng. A byll.
The town harness. A cote of plate furnished.

LOUND.

Mr. Drewery. A corselet furnished.
b Thos. Cowper.
b' Anthony Benet servants.
b Mathewes Kesoe
b J. Clarck
bbb Myles Wynson. A almain revett furnished.
ppp W. Parker servants.
G. Luge
ppp R. Jordan. A byll, pycke and skull cape.
b J. Rysing, servant.
bb J. Barnes. A byll, skull cape, and pycke.
bb J. Beard. A byll and skull cape.
bbb Thos. Prest. A byll and skull cape.
b J. Desten, servant.
aa Roger Gege. A bowe and a shefe of arrowes.

piner

bb R. Stud. A byll, a stele cape.
b Nicholas Hancks. A byll and skull cape.
b J. Macks. A byll and skull cape.
b J. Pen. A byll and skull cape.
bb Andrew Payne. A byll and skull cape.
bbb R. Wylbe. A byll and skull cape.
bb Ryc. Fryer. A byll and stele cape.
bb W. Beckett. A byll and skull cape.
b J. None. A byll and skull cape.
Piner

bb G. Fryer. A byll and skull cape.

aaa J. Balles. A bowe and shefe of arrowes.
b Christopher Borowe. A byll.
b J. Pally. A byll.
The town harness. A jacke furnished.
HERINGFLETT.

b  J. Jenye, gent.  A jacke furnished.

bb  Edr. Mynes  servants.

bc  Edm. Wytler  J. Englishe.  A byll, a stele cape, a bowe, and shefe of arrowes.

ppp  J. Baker, gent.  A byll and skull.

b  Thos. Trewe.  A byll and skull.

b  Thos. Bensted.  A byll and a muryon.

bb  J. Mytts.  A byll and a moryon.

b  Thos. Parris.  A byll and a skull.

b  J. Baker, gent.  A byll and skull.

bb  Thos. Trewe.  A byll and skull.

bb  Thos. Beriited.  A byll and a muryon.

bb  J. Mytts.  A byll and a moryon.

b  Thos. Parris.  A byll and a skull.


ccc  Bartholomew Spore.

ccc  J. Dracke.  A cliver furnished, a pycke and a murrayon.

cc  J. Dracke.  A cliver furnished, a pycke and a murrayon.

b  W. Masson.  A byll and a skull.

ccc  J. Goldsmythe.  A byll and a skull.

bb  J. Bute.  A byll and a skull.

bb  R. Skottowe.  A byll and a skull.

b  R. Pecknet.  A byll and a skull.

ccc  Mathew Myller.  A byll and a skull.

b  Thos. Coper.  A byll and a skull.


bb  Thos. Whyttan.  A byll and a skull.

ppp  H. Parker.  A byll and a skull.

ppp  Nicholas Rychardson.  A byll.

The towne harnis.  A alman revett furnished.

OULTON AND FLYXTON.

G. Harvey, gent.  A.

bb  Abraham Williams, servant.

b  Christopher Browne, gent.  A boweman furnished and a byllman furnished.

b  Ryc. Warwine.

b  Thos. Cartledg  servants.

b  Gregory Skelton  servants.

b  Edm. Wall, gent.  A corslett furnished.

ppp  Thos. Cartledg  servants.

b  Ryc. Warwine.

b  Thos. Cartledg  servants.

b  J. Dye  servants.

bb  Ryc. Hocker.
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b  R. Botye. A cote of plate furnished and a bowe and shefe of arrowes.

bbb  J. Botye filius eius.


b  J. Wyssynge. A byllman furnished.

b  R. Lece, servant.

bb  J. Harbard. A moryon, pycke and byll.

b  H. Staers, servant.

p  Thos. Smythe. A byll, pycke and moryon.

aa  Ryc. Smythe, servant.

pp  Nycholas Neale. A byll and a moryon.

b  Thos. Tybbynnton. A byll and a skull capp.


b  H. Barker

bbb  Roger Pellington

aaa  W. Lece. A archer furnished.

cc  Thos. Lece, servant.

aa  W. Belson. A archer furnished.

b  W. Wyyard. A byll and skull cap.

b  Thos. Lece. A byll.

bb  J. Hancks. A byll and a skull.

b  Ryc. Lesham. A byll.

bbb  W. Salman. A byll and a skull.

b  W. Haryson. A byll and a skull.

bb  J. Brooke. A byll and a skull.

bb  J. Mytts. A byll and a skull.

bb  J. Sallowese. A byll and a skull.

b  J. Segoo. A byll and a skull.

gcc  Thos. Holmes. A byll and a skull.


cc  J. Belson. A byll and a skull.

bb  W. Booge. A byll.


R. Fletwood.

FRYTTON.

ppp  W. Woodrowe. A calver furnished, pycke and morion.

ccc  W. Rychardson

bbb  Underwood Mower

bbb  J. Woderowe. A caliver furnished, pycke and murrion.

bb  Ryc. Tolye. A caliver furnished, pycke and murrion.
b J. Haltwaye. A byll and a skull.
b J. Carter. A byll and a skull.
ppp G. Dale. A byll and a skull.
bbb J. Jaye. A byll and skull.
bb Jas. Goddison. A byll and skull.
b J. Bland. A byll and skull.
ccc Roger Johns. A byll and skull.
b J. Forde. A byll and skull.
\textit{piner} W. Pycketts. A byll, skull and pycke.
bbb J. Fygen. A byll and skull.
b J. Daye. A byll and skull.
bb J. Skotto. A byll and skull.
bb J. Dearinge. A byll and skull.
bbb Thos. Fayerweather. A byll and skull.
\textit{piner} R. Stratton. A byll and skull.
bbb Nycholas Page. A byll and skull.

---

HOPTON.
b W. Malham, gent. A caliver furnished.
bb Thos. Catton. servant.
b Peter Harne. A byll and moryon.
b Anthony Wilson. A byll.
aa J. Houlette. A bowe, a shefe of arrowes.
b W. Slaye. A byll and a moryon.
b R. Kinge. A byll.
b W. Jex. A byll.
bbb J. Fryare. A byll and skull.
b R. Corsam. A byll and pycks.
b W. Smythe. A byll and skull cape.
bb R. Veinyard. A byll and skull.
b J. Sawar. A byll, skull and moryon.
ppp G. Towensend. A byll.
b R. Garlond. A bowe, a shefe of arrowes.

---

There be bessydes in this Iland vij. corslets which wer bowght at the last supplye of 300 corslets layd to the whole countye.

John Spanye \textit{Chiefe Constables of the halfe Robt. Marsham \textit{hundreth of Lothingland}.}
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Summa totalis of armor furnished:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Armor Type</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corsletts</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almayne Ryvetts and coates of plate</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calyvers</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bows</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides much broken armor and weapon as may appeare by the booke.

LOWESTOFT.

The Muster booke of the towne of Lowestofte within the halfe hundred of Lothyngland in Rantes and Berries precincks. 1584.

J. Hoe, gent. A 2 corselet furnished, a caliver furnished and a archer furnished.

bb R. Danye.

bb R. Parker.

aa W. Frenche. A corselet furnished, a coat of plate, a bow and sheffe of arrows.

aa Thos Aynsworth. A corselet furnished and a calyver furnished.

b Thos. Wide.

cc R. Stebbing.

cc Jeffrey Jordan.

ppp Ric. Burye. A one corselet and a caliver furnished.

b Rog. Rant. A one corselet and a caliver furnished.

aaa W. Rantt

ccc W. Wright

ccc Edm. Swifte servants

ppp H. Mayes

ppp J. Johnson

bb Rog. Hall. A caliver furnished and a almon rivit furnished, a bow and sheffe of arrows.

b Simont Welles. A corselet furnished.

ppp J. Welles, filius.

pp Thos. Humfry, servant.

aaa Thos. Coppynge. A byll and salet.

ppp Jas. Sympson. A byll.

ppp W. Burgis. A skull bill, sword and daggarde.

ppp Peter Goslynge. A boweman furnished.

aaa J. Rysyng. A boweman furnished.

cc G. Britane. A caliver furnished.

cc W. Esbrante. A caliver furnished.
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b J. Lawne. A byll, skull.
c 
c Barwicke Whissell servants.
cc Edr. Harryson

ppp R. Bonet. A


aa R. Rod. A byll.
b Mathew Bedos. A pyke, Morrion, sword and daggard.
bb Mathew Burwade. A boweman furnished.

cc Simont Page. A boweman furnished.
bb John Dye. A byll.
cc Edr. Daken. A byll.

bb Jas. Towne. A calyver furnished.
cc Allin Bottefante.

ppp Raphe Wolton, servant.
cc Mathew Towne.
cc J. Boner.

ppp Steuen Sharpowe. A byll.

ppp W. Chipcheise. A byll and a morrion.

c R. Aldrin (?) A byll.

cc Thos. Ward. A a coate of plate furnished.

aaa Ric. Wollyinge. A a byll.

c Edm. Carter.

W. Felton. A.

ppp Martyne Crabtree. A byll.

blinde Ambrose Kynge. A caliver furnished and a holbert.

aaa Jas.: Mighells. A corselet furnished.

cc Raphe Smith. A.

bb J. Manclarke.

ppp Edr. Gylbancke.

Ann Gyrlyng vid. A a cost of plate furnished.


ppp Thos. Taylor, servant.

ppp W. Daken. A boweman furnished.

cc G. Fyfeilde. A boweman furnished.

cc H. Blancher, servant.

cc Nich. Sqier.

ppp Edr. Dawte.

aaa R. Doe. A bowe and sheffe of arrows.

cc Thos. Menteyn servant.

c G. Morphew, servant.

ppp Ric. Welles. A caliver furnished.

b Rowland Erckle. A byll, skull cappe.

cc Abraham Todde. A byll, skull cappe.

ppp Steven Burwell. A boweman furnished. absit.

cc J. Phillip. A byll, skull cappe.
IN TUDOR TIMES

cc J. Ellis. A.

aa J. Mathew. A bow and sheff of arrowes.

PPP Mathew Witchingham. A byll sallet sword and doggard. absit.

senex J. Grudgefeild. A coate of plate furnished.

cc W. Mewsse.

aaa J. Scarfe. A a morrion and a pyke.

cc Jefre Vustonson, servant.


bb J. Synderton. A bowe, sheff of arrows.

absit W. Knowles.

Margaret Couldam vid. A coate of plate furnished.

cc G. Wisit (?). A byll, skull cappe.

b W. Byles.

b R. Parker. servant.

bb W. Bamforth. A morrion and a byll.


b Sam. Eache.

b Ric. Smythe. Corselet furnished and coate of plate furnished.

PPP Myles Gagart

aa J. Elwin servants.

piner Thos. Kempe

piner Antony.

cc Edr. Carbell, gent. A byll, skull cappe.

ccc Oliver Havlyng, single man.

cc Bartholomew Wollard, single man.

bb J. Bransone. A holberte.

cc Garrard Kirckman. A byll.

PPP Abraham Turnpenye. A byll and sellet.

ccc J. Witchingham, saylor. A byll.

bb J. Witchingham, smith. A bow, and sheff of arrows.

PPP Thos. Mewsse. A byll and salet.

b W. Taylor. A bow and sheff of arrowes.

senex R. Woode. A byll.

PPP Dawson Felip. A byll.


PPP W. Welles. A bowman furnished.

ccc W. Woodshet. A.

cc W. Barret. A byll.

bb Christopher Preston. A bow and sheffe of arrowes.

absit G. Bugges. A byll.

ccc W. Wheldalle. A byll, skull cappe.

PPP J. Mendly. A byll skull cappe. absit.
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aa J. Bootye, servant.
pp H. Hammond, singleman.
pp J. Parker. A bowe and sheffe of arrowes.
b Walter Parke.
b Thos. Stoneham.
bb Raphe Fayerchilde. A allman ryvit furnished.
b J. Goddard
b H. Brampson servants.

absit ppp J. Foxe. A.
cc Peter Beningfeld. A byll.
b J. Gaze. A byll and salet.
b J. Beel, servant.
b W. Arnold. A bowman furnished and a allmon rivet furnished.

aa J. Cowell.
b Ric. Barret. A pyke and a morrion.

ppp R. Medlye. A byll.
b Edr. Wollward. A byll.
bb J. Arnold. A corselet furnished, a almon rivet furnished and a caliver furnished.

cc J. Arnold filius eius.
cc W. Cadwell. A byll.
cc J. Bowlton. A byll.
bb W. Standelond. A byll salet
cc R. Standeland, servants.
b J. Tompson
bb R. Smith, saylor.
b Thos. Bellman. A byll and skull cappe.

aa Hugh Evered. A bowe and sheffe of arrowes.
c J. Holland. A bowe and sheff of arrowes.
cc J. Green. A caliver furnished.

cc J. Burges, servvant.

ppp Benet Mayor. A byll.
ppp W. Docker.

cc W. Grudgefeild. A caliver.

ppp R. Taylor.
senex Edr. Wood. A coate of plate, steele cap.
cc J. Person. A.

ppp W. Lillham. A byll.

ppp J. Drawer. A caliver furnished.

ppp J. Bissicke. A byll, skulde cappe.

bb Carris Joyse.
J. Palmer.
Mark Pacy. A caliver.
Christopher Tolly servant.
W. Baryngforth. A boweman furnished.
Jas. Gosse, servant.
R. Barnard. A boweman furnished.
Laurence Bellman
J. Atton servants.
W. Garret.
Ric. Payne. A a corselet furnished and a caliver furnished.
Margaret White. A coate of plate, a bowe, a sheffe of arrows.
W. Gooch, sayler. A byll.
J. Grudgefield, junior. A a bowe and sheffe of arrowes.
W. Tompson. A byll.
J. Catten. A byll.
Gonner Johnson. A byll.
W. Winter. A byll.
W. Benslye.
Francis Bramson. A byll, skull cappe.
Thos. Cove, servant.
Andrew Storye. A byll.
J. Rushton. A byll.
R. Lete. A byll.
Edm. Gylles.
Christopher Watson. A caliver furnished.
J. Harborne. A pyke, bow, and sheff of arrowes.
J. Lyster.
W. Raynold, sayler.
J. Yougmanne. A byll and a salet.
Thos. Clementes. A byll.
W. Wright, sayler.
Francis Perke. A byll.
b George Harrison. A.

b J. Mandy. A byll.
cc W. Browne. A byll.

aaa J. Poynter.

ppp Nathanael Branche. A byll.

senex Lewes Wyckes saylor.

cc J. Tompson.

ppp Nich. Holle:

Agnes Annot vid. A corselet furnished.

bb Giles Browne.

bb W. Tollyze. A morrion, pyke, sword and daggard.

senex W. Browne. A byll.

bb J. Humpfrye. A byll.

bb J. Fisher.

ppp J. Nurse.

bb J. Carre. A archer furnished.

b W. Turrett servants.

bb Ric. Carre servants.

aaa Steven Hart. A bowe, sheff of arrowes.

ppp Gilbert Wilson.

senex J. Bowle. A byll, skull.


ppp W. Thurste.

ppp W. Osborne: A byll.

ppp Ric. Ireland. A byll, sheff of arrowes.

bb Isaac Fayer.

aa R. Bedingfeild.

b J. Dawson.

b J. Thomas.


bb Thos. Gray, single man.

ppp Gregorye Davye. A byll.

cc J. Waters.

cunstable W. Wilde. A caliver furnished.

ppp W. Make.

cunstable ppp W. Perse. A byll and a sallet.


aa Thos. Hudden. A bow and sheff of arrows and a steele cappe.

Finis de Lowestoftte.
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GUNTON.

Ric. Ruthall, gent. A corselet furnished and a caliver furnished.

b Alexander Mallet.

b Thos. Mallet.

b J. Browne.

b R. Lesse.

ccc Marmaduke Corbeet. A caliver furnished.

bb Thos. Annibelt

ppp J. Godfrye servers.

b J. Tompson

bb R. Robinson

Finis de Gunton.

Roger Rant's mark.

Rychard Berye.

Chefe cunstables of the towne herein mencyoned.